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ABSTRACT

Greek inherited a nominal suffix -σις < PIE *-ti- for building verbal nouns of feminine gen-
der, e.g. τίσις ‘vengeance’ (Hom.+) to τίνω. These nouns are always recessively accented. In the
earliest layer of Greek, zero-grade ablaut of the root predominates. Vedic comparanda, however,
problematize the prehistory of this suffix: in earliest Vedic, the suffix is accented, e.g. bhṛtís
‘bearing, offering’ (Rig-Veda), but by later texts, barytone accent reigns, bhṛt́is (ŚB, Vedic prose).
Standardly in the literature, the accentual alternation of Vedic is seen as indicating an erstwhile
accentual mobility, with ablaut changes, in the protolanguage, i.e. a proterokinetic paradigm;
see Rix (1992:146) on βάσις, a widely followed account (e.g., Schaffner 2001:436-40). But Vedi-
cists have registered their discomfort with this reconstruction, already Kuiper (1942:170, 221) in
his groundbreaking proposal, and later scholars such as Lubotsky (1988:2), Kümmel (2014), and
Lundquist (2015). Debate on the PIE stems in *–ti- continues (cp. Jasanoff 2017:28, al.).

In this talk, I will posit that PIE had an inherently accented suffix *-tí-, reviving an overlooked
reconstruction Saussure (1879:230) worked out. I will discuss in particular the passage where
Saussure (1879:236-7) sets up an underlying representation (rewriting his a1 as e) /yeug-téy-es/
which then surfaces as yuktéyes, and delivers historically Ved. yuktáyas, nominative plural of
yuktí– ‘yoking, hitching’. Next, working from the theories of “demorphologization” that Probert
(2006) put forward, I will propose new pathways by which the suffix lost its feature of accent-
edness in the (independent) histories of Greek and Indic. The suffix may have shown greater
accentual alternation in pre-PIE; my goal is to explain how the attested forms came to be. As
Lubotsky (1988:2) notes, a major drawback of the proterokinetic theory is “the agnostic attitude
toward the attested accentual distribution.” To rectify this gap in our knowledge, I will offer a
new γνῶσις on the attested accents.
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